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Biagio Putignano, composer and teacher from Apulia. Since 2000 he holds a chair for
composition at the Conservatorium of Bari, winner of the ministerial contest for qualifications
and exams. He was a lecturer at the University of Lecce, at the Musical Institutions of Taranto
and Ceglie Messapica and at the Conservatorium of Lecce; he taught courses and seminars at
the Music Academy of Minsk in Belarus, at the International Summer Music School of Pucisca
(Croatia), the Music School of Riu (Greece), the Domus Academy of Milan, the European
Musicworkshop of Altomünster (Munich, Germany), at the Conservatorium of Cascais
(Portugal), at the Summer Courses of Trani, for several institutions and associations in Lecce,
Bari, Brindisi, Galatone (Le) and the annual courses of the Music Academy Mezzogiorno of
Taranto, at the International Music Academy “d. M. Colucci” of Pezze di Greco (BR), at the
association JuniorBand of Melissano (Le). In 2012 he was nominated for the honorary member
of the Academia de la Música Valenciana (Spain), and he was honoured with
the award “ Il Sallentino 2012”.
Furthermore he was an academic counsillor and the responsible person for the department of
composition at the Conservatorium of Bari; he was part of the Musical Artistic Management of
Irpinia, the regional association of Apulian choirs; actually he is a member of the management
of SIMC – Italia, as well as a permanent collaborator of MACMa di Matino and the Foundation
Palmieri of Lecce.

  

 

  

In the 90s he founded the association “A. Gentilucci” for the dissemination of the contemporary
music, and here he conducted the homonymous instrumental ensemble, with whom he
performed numerous concerts at important italian festivals, mostly performing premieres of
various componists. In collaboration with the componist Gianluigi Antonaci he founded the
“Studio of Electronic Music PRACTICA NOVA” and in this connection the duo “SINTAXON”.

  

 

  

He has composed five chamber music works (UN SEGNO NELLO SPAZIO, on the work of I.
Calvino, première at the Conservatorium of Foggia,
VARIAZIONI SUI COLORI DEL CIELO, première in Salzburg, performed again at the theatre
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“Piccinni” of Bari, COME ZAFFIRO MITE, première in Carmiano, VOCE CHE VOLA NEL
VENTO, première in Mantova, Festival of Literature, MUSIGONIA for three voices and chamber
orchestra
), the oratorio CATTEDRALI DI SILENZIO (
première at the International Organ Festival of Lecce
), the monodrama LA SECONDA ATTESA DI EURIDICE, several compositions for orchestra (
TRADUZIONI A CALCO, ARCHITUTTURE D’ARIA E DI VENTO etc.
), for chamber instrumentation and choir, (
IL RESPIRO DEL CIELO for string quartett, GIARDINI D’AMBRA for saxophone and piano,
CARTOGRAFIE DEL TEMPO for viola and e-guitar, e-bass, piano Rodhes, INVISIBILE for choir
and synthetic sounds, MAGNIFICAT on the work of K. Wojtyla (for choir and organ
) and solo pieces (
CINQUE COMMENTARI for piano, CIRCONDATI DI CIELO for arpeggio, FRAMMENTI DA
PARMENIDE for clarinet
), further pieces for electronic music (
MARI DI VOCE, SE LE STELLE FOSSERO SOGNI etc.
) and sound installations for artistical events (
HAIR MIER, SEGMENTI D’ARIA
).

  

 

  

His works are published at various national publishing houses (M.A.P., Rugginenti, Edipan,
Béerben, ArsPublica, Carrara, Eurarte, Sconfinarte) and performed by important interpreters
like Luisa Sello, Cornelia Petroiu, François Veilhan, Nicolas Deletaille, Filippo Lattanzi, Mieko
Kanno, Patrik Kleemola, Markus Kreul, Maria Kavouni, Duo Novecembalo, String Quartett Paul
Klee, Francesco Libetta, Jeremy Bell e Duo Alterno etc. Three monographic Cds (Un intreccio
di tempo e spazio
-Wide Classique-, 
Cinque Commentari – Nuvole elettriche
-Archivi del XXI secolo-, 
Mari di Voce 
–M.A.P. –) and one LP (
Biagio Putignano
– Eterfon–) collect his chamber productions, together with numerous CDs which contain further
compositions for different instrumentations. 
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In 2012 he was chairman of the jury of the 31° International Violin Competition “Lipizer” of
Gorizia (Italy), for which he composed ATLANTE DELL’IMMAGINAZIONE, obligatory piece for
the 32° edition 2013. 

  

He has published the following writings: “Dalla ‘composizione’ dello spazio al ‘controllo’ del
tempo, attraverso il suono ” (in Aa. Vv. L’ascolto del
Pensiero – Rugginenti, Milano 2003), “
Alcune considerazioni sulla figura di Karlheinz Stockhausen
” (Finnegans 20xx), “
Agenda di una ricerca
” (Bari 2011), “
Costruire il tempo: un’esperienza compositiva
” (Musica/Realtà Marzo 2010), “
Progettare la musica
” (in Fughe: Architettura e Musica Grifo, Lecce 2012), and further works in various articles and
reviews in the magazine FA LA UT.

  

 

  

 

  

Paolo Truzzi writes: Biagio Putignano is one of the most important names in Italian
contemporary music 
of
recent decades...
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               Since the late 1980s his style of composition has been produced in a book in which theabsolute rigo ur, the result oftireless formal research,aims to explore and investigate every minimal physical- psychological aspect of sound and absence of sound, merges with an amazing ability to evoke emotionsthrough a particular lyricalism,aspects ratherrare in our age where experimentation often results in aformal exercise for its own sake. The rarefied atmosphere, where the concept of time is constantly questioned, the refined timbre investigationand the lucid innovation of the techniquesof  articulationare all characteristics supported by a solid philosophical reflection. That of Putignano is a semantic path where themost advanced musical theories intersect with mathematics, physics and philosophy,psychology, poetryand orientaldisciplines. The composer has devoted particular attention in recent timestothe concept of emptiness and silence, place and instantwhere space and time lose their boundaries thanks to the epiphany of sound in its vibrant purity ofsense andenergy. As testimony ofthe multiplicity of his points of reference, including his teachers and key authors ofhistraining we can mention such diverse composers as Gentilucci, Sciarrino, Xenakis, Grisey, Muraill, Ligetiand Stockhausen.     
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